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Bradford Hill's viewpoints
Nine “viewpoints” for assessing
causality
1. Strength
2. Consistency
3. Specificity
4. Temporality
5. Biological gradient
6. Plausibility
7. Coherence
8. Experiment
9. Analogy

“What I do not believe—and this has been
suggested—is that we can usefully lay down
some hard-and-fast rules of evidence that
must be obeyed before we can accept cause
and effect. None of my nine viewpoints can
bring indisputable evidence for or against the
cause-and-effect hypothesis and none can
be required as a sine qua non. What they
can do, with greater or less strength, is to
help us to make up our minds on the
fundamental question—is there any other
way of explaining the set of facts before us,
is there any other answer equally, or more,
likely than cause and effect?”

Developments from Bradford-Hill
• Ruling out alternatives

– E.g. the time trends in lung cancer in the 20th century rule
out the possibility that there is a gene which both causes
smoking and (independently) causes lung cancer

• Interlocking arguments from different areas of
science

– E.g. the IARC Monographs integrate information from
animal, human and mechanistic studies

• Triangulation

– E.g. negative controls, estimating effects in different
populations with different confounding structures
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Example 1: lung cancer time trends
• The fact that lung cancer rates increased

dramatically mid-20th century effectively refutes the
hypothesis that the association between smoking
and lung cancer was due to unknown genes which
caused smoking and also caused lung cancer – if
this were the case, then lung cancer rates would
have remained stable over time, since genes are
relatively stable over time

Example 2: different control groups in case-control
studies of NHL and pesticide exposure

General population
• Represents source
population

• May be more prone to

“Other cancers”
• Other diseases may be
caused by exposure
(selection bias)
• Equal motivation and recall
in cases and controls

recall bias if cases are
more likely to recall
exposures
• Difficult to keep interviewer • Easier to keep interviewer
blind, and may get
blind
interviewer bias

NB: a general population control group is expected to yield an OR which is ‘too
high’ whereas an ‘other cancer’ control group is expected to yield an OR which is
‘too low’

Example 2: different control groups

Source: Pearce et al (1986)

Example 3: confounding in occupational studies
Comparison of crude and smoking-adjusted relative risks
Reference

Exposure

Crude
RR

Blot et al., 1978 (20)
Blot et al., 1980 (21)
Blot et al., 1982 (27)
Blot et al., 1983 (22)
Breslow et al., 1954 (25)
Buiatti et al., 1985 (26)

Shipbuilding
Shipbuilding
Shipbuilding
Steel industry
Welders
Stone, clay and glass
production
Welding
Mining 20+ years
Asbestos, high
exposure
Definite exposure
”Lung carcinogens”
Asbestos
“Posible” lung
carcinogens
Phthalate factory
Other exposures

1.5
1.5
1.5
2.2
7.2
1.8

1.6
1.7
1.4
1.9
7.7
1.8

3.3
5.1
15.5

2.8
8.9
12.6

2.8
2.1
2.4

2.3
1.7
2.4

2.1
4.1
2.0

2.1
5.6
1.7

2.3

2.5

Damber and Larson, 1985 (23)
Hinds et al., 1985 (12)
Kjuus et al., 1986 (19)
Kvale et al., 1986 (4)
Martischning et al. 1977 (14)
Pastorino et al., 1984 (16)
Riboli et al., 1983 (17)

Rothschild and Mulvey, 1982 (24) Sugar-cane farming

Smokingadjusted RR
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The false hierarchy of study designs
Premier league

RCTs

Championship
(but desperate for promotion!)

‘Causal inference’
Mendelian Randomization

Division 1

Cohort studies

Division 2

Case-control studies

Vauxhall Conference

Cross-sectional studies

Amateurs

Ecologic studies, case series

The false hierarchy of study designs
• None of these designs provides definitive evidence
on its own; all depend on ‘auxiliary information’
• Causal inference always involves putting all of the
evidence together
• ‘On the average’ a premier league team will defeat a
‘lower league’ team, but there are important
exceptions
• Many questions cannot be tested in RCTs (or in
observational studies that look like RCTs)
• Other study designs can provide key information

No RCT can prove causality on its own

• RCTs are rarely used in ‘hard sciences’ such
as physics; many studies are observational,
and those that are trials usually involved
controlled rather than randomized
experiments
• NO RCT can be interpreted without auxiliary
information

Limitations of randomized trials
• Only certain questions can be asked

– States cannot be studied directly (e.g. sex, obesity)
– Many actions (e.g. climate change, smoking) are impossible
or difficult to randomize

• Only simplistic questions get asked

– Most interventions on poverty do not address structural
inequalities

• The intervention doesn’t work

– Many interventions are not applied properly and/or there is
‘spillover’ to the non-intervention group

• The intervention works but it is not clear why

– Often it is not clear which component of the intervention
accounts for its success

Systematic review of multiple risk factor
interventions: effect on CHD mortality

Ebrahim and Davey Smith

BMJ 1997 and Cochrane Library

When RCTs go bad: the MRFIT trial
• RCT for the prevention of coronary heart disease including
•
•
•
•
•

an extensive smoking cessation programme
Largest, ‘best’ and most expensive study of its type
Small increased risk of lung cancer in the smoking cessation
intervention group
Explained as being different from the large body of
observational study evidence ‘due to chance’
Major problem of ‘spillover’ of the intervention
When the randomization is dropped, then similar estimates
of smoking cessation benefit to those of observational
studies

Example: RCTs for indoor air pollution
• Policy makers and funding agencies often call for more

randomized trials of interventions to reduce household air
pollution, randomized
• Trials for household air pollution are not feasible for certain
health endpoints, may not provide the information that is
needed for advancing policy, and may even lead to improper
causal inference.
• A variety of study designs, both observational and
randomized, may be useful if they include quantitative
exposure measurements and appropriately track and
measure stove use and other important confounders over
time.
[Peel et al, 2015]

Limitations of RCTs for indoor air pollution
• Not suited for long latency or rare diseases
• Biomarkers may show early effects but scientific and policy
relevance is unclear
• Blinding of participants is impossible
• Blinding of investigators may be difficult
• Low adoption of intervention
• Spillover effects
• Ethical considerations
• Assess ‘ideal conditions’ not ‘real world’
• Generalizability over place and time
[Peel et al, 2015]

Old debates in new bottles
Old version: RCTs versus observational studies
New version: ‘Causal inference’ versus other types of
observational studies

RCTs

Causal
inference

Observational
studies

The revenge of the algorithms

Why is it a problem?
• In many ways this is a re-run of the old debate about RCTs
•

•

•
•

versus observational studies (‘old wine in new bottles’)
We used to be told that we could only establish causality with
RCTs; now we are being told that we can only establish causality
with RCTs, or with observational studies which closely mimic
RCTs
Exclusion and/or neglect of other causes which are states, even
though many of these are important clinically (e.g. dynamic states
such as obesity, hypercholesterolemia, high blood pressure) or
socioeconomically (e.g. ‘fixed’ states such as sex)
Suggests that causality can be established with a single ‘perfect’
study, and that we should always strive to do such a study rather
than taking a more comprehensive (triangulation) approach
Neglect or elimination of many of the things that make
epidemiology unique and important (the population perspective)

“Rather than relying on the
weight-of-evidence approach that
the EPA has traditionally used to
infer causation, [the Clean Air
Science Advisory Committee]
wants to rely on studies that
use… ‘manipulative causality’.
This theory restricts
epidemiologic evidence that may
be considered acceptable to
assess causality to results from
intervention studies or studies
that have been analysed with the
use of causal inference statistical
methods”. [NEJM 2019; 381:8]

The ‘back door’ selection bias in evidence synthesis
‘Causal inference’

All of the
evidence

Restriction to
RCTs and
RCT-type
observational
studies

Pressure from
vested interests

Evidence
synthesis
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Solutions 1: triangulation

Triangulation is the practice of
obtaining more reliable
answers to research
questions through integrating
results from several different
approaches, where each
approach has different key
sources of potential bias that
are unrelated to each other…
We emphasize the importance
of being explicit about the
expected direction of bias
within each approach,
whenever this is possible, and
seeking to identify approaches
that would be expected to bias
the true causal effect in
different directions.

Solutions 2: assess specific sources of
bias – don’t use algorithms

Mechanistic risk of bias
assessments focus on
assessing whether specific
biases are present but fail to
provide insights into the
direction, magnitude, and
relative importance of
individual biases. Instead, risk
of bias assessments should
focus on identifying a small
number of the most likely
influential sources of bias…
classifying each specific study
based on how effectively it
has addressed each potential
bias, and determining whether
results differ across studies in
relation to susceptibility to
each hypothesized source of
bias.

What should we do?
• Risk of bias tools can be useful in providing a ‘checklist’ of
possible biases in individual studies, or groups of similar
studies
• They only provide part of the information needed for evidence
synthesis
• A ‘low scoring’ study may provide crucial evidence in the
context of triangulation and/or systematic reviews
• Risk of bias assessment cannot be done in the abstract, but
requires knowledge of the context, and the broader evidence
that is to be synthesized
• Risk of bias assessments should not be used to reject ‘low
scoring’ studies which may still provide useful information for
evidence synthesis
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